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On The Pulse is a full-colour, tabloid-sized newspaper, distributed with The Guardian and packed with in-the-
know, forward-thinking articles on the latest gadgets and technologies, from cameras and TVs, to surround-

sound systems and home security. The Guardian boasts a well-educated audience, and published on Black 
Friday weekend, this publication is ideally placed to showcase your organisation’s products and promote sales.

With so much in the way of technologies and gadgets on offer in every shop 
window and magazine, it can sometimes be a little overwhelming knowing 
which products and information to take in. On The Pulse acts as an essential 
guide — a newspaper publication with editorial throughout, an informative 
catalogue interspersed with relevant commercial features, presenting highly 
suggestible purchasing ideas with scientific information. 

From the most advanced gadget equipment to new eco-technology, On The  
Pulse will provide readers with a comprehensive collection of the latest security 
technology, new innovational devices, plus features on home computing. 
Published on Black Friday weekend, this paper reaches educated readers looking 
for well-researched media services and consumer products to keep them busy 
going in to winter.  

Editorial features
THE BEST OF TECH

Tech gifts and gizmos sure to be 
flying off the shelves this Black 

Friday in the build up to Christmas
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25THE FUTURE OF MOTORING

SMART 
NAVIGATION 

MULTI TOUCH &  
CAPACITIVE 7” DISPLAY

APPS IN YOUR CAR VIA APPRADIO MODE

BLUETOOTH AUDIO STREAMING 
AND BROWSING

This top of the range NavGate system is sure to blow you away. The AVIC-F60DAB guarantees professional sound quality and in car entertainment for you and 
your passengers. Keep everybody happy by connecting your smartphone via AppRadio Mode or MirrorLink or even stream whatever they feel like listening to.

The AVIC-F60DAB’s large multi touch and capacitve 7” display is designed to look the part with its new and improved user interface. Similar to your 
smartphone it is intuitive, easy to use, and it assures safer operation in your car.

Follow us: facebook.com/pioneerelectronics twitter.com/pioneereurope

ALL-IN-ONE CAR ENTERTAINMENT  
AND NAVIGATION.

EMOTIONS THROUGH TECHNOLOGY 

CONTINUE THE STORY ON WWW.PIONEER.EU/NAVGATE

INTEGRATED DAB-TUNER

CALIBRE  SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY  An independent supplement distributed with the Guardian on behalf of APL Media Limited which takes sole responsibility for its content

30 SEE & HEAR

SEE & HEAR!
We round up the latest audiovisual kit for 
bringing your home entertainment to life

Now, here is a thing of beauty, the subtle 
curve and mesmerising picture of the new 
LG 4K TV is enough to blow you away. 
Complete with Smart TV, 3D and Freeview, 
there is nothing better on the market for 
the display and graphics fi ends out there.
» Smart TV with webOS
» 4K Perfect Blacks resolution

These fl oor standing speakers give out 
crystal clear audio for gaming, fi lms and 
music. Brilliant, versatile and excellent 
value for money, these high quality units 
are the kind of heavy duty speakers that 
can deliver a lifetime of listening pleasure.
» 120 watts power
» 30 - 22 kHz frequency response

120 watts power
 30 - 22 kHz frequency response

If you are going to be gaming for hours on 
end, you will need the proper back support 
and this gaming chair from AK Racing 
gives you the perfect poise of a rally driver, 
without the consistent fear that you could 
crash at any moment. Featuring extra 
strong construction and tried-and-tested 
padding, this chair is perfect for those long 
gaming sessions.
» Ergonomic design
» Fully adjustable

H
ave you ever wished to have your 
very own home cinema - complete 
with large screen, booming sound 
and comfy chair? Only, of course, 
without the sticky fl oor and teenage 
couple engaged in a hormonal tryst 

on the back row. Well, we might be able to 
help you out. 

Here we have rounded up the best 
curved TVs to get you right there in 
the action, the best speakers and amps 
that pack enough punch and clarity 
to bring that guitar solo to life, and a 
gaming chair perfect for those late-night 
FIFA sessions.

If you do not want the party to stop just 
because you are leaving the house, pick up 
this Sound Blaster Roar 2 wireless speaker 
and let the night continue. It is light, 
compact and comes with an eight hour 
battery life.
» Subwoofer inside
» 33 watts power

Cyrus is a British, specialist audio 
company, manufacturing precision HiFi 
equipment. Internationally recognised 
as a leader in audio engineering, 
accumulating numerous awards and 
accolades over the last 30 years, it really 
shows in this amp. Perfect for making 
you feel like you are right in the middle 
of the audio action, this amp delivers 
unsurpassed precision and clarity. 

» 57 Watts / 6 Ohms / DAC
» 24/192 optical & coaxial inputs
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LG 4K CURVED OLED TV
£3,499 currys.co.uk

SOUND BLASTER ROAR 2
£149.99 uk.creative.com

CAMBRIDGE AUDIO AERO 6
£349.95 richersounds.com

OVERCLOCKERS AK 
RACING GAMING CHAIR 
£179.99 overclockers.co.uk

CYRUS 6 DAC 
£1,100 cyrusaudio.com

Editor’s
Pick 

Let’s be honest, most soundbars are criminally bad when it comes to 
playing a tune. Not the versatile DALI KUBIK ONE. It was designed and 
voiced, by one of the world’s best loudspeaker makers, to excel with 
music and movies. Factor in great connectivity (including Bluetooth 
wireless streaming) plus a rainbow of colour options and it’s hard to 
see why anybody would choose anything else…

More information about KUBIK and where to buy at dali-speakers.com

DALI KUBIK ONE
- The Soundbar that LOVES to play music

Standard colours:

Black Red Ice White

Orange Lime Green Azur Blue Petrol Blue Purple Mist Grey

Optional colours:

On The Pulse

HOMES OF THE FUTURE
Must-haves in home automation and 

entertainment to make modern life easier 
and more comfortable

TECHNICALLY HEALTHY
From apps and gadgets to gym 

equipment, everything you need to stay 
fit and healthy  

ARE YOU SECURE?
All the must-know advancements in 

the world of cyber security

13%

Double page spread £15,950

One full colour page £9,950

Half page £4,950

Quarter page £2,950

15% premium for advertorial features

Premium position sponsorship is subject to 
availability
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Rate card Distribution Demographics
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PLYMOUTH

CAMBRIDGE

MANCHESTER

SHEFFIELD

BRISTOL

SOUTHAMPTON

237,000 printed copies distributed with The 
Guardian

Distibuted within London, the South East, 
the Home Counties, Norfolk, Suffolk and the 
Welsh Borders

210,000 
electronic
copies
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DESIGN PROCESS
Once all material is submitted according to specification. APL Media Ltd will 
layout/design your advertorial within the house style of the publication. Layouts  
may vary depending on images and/or text supplied. APL Media Ltd reserves 
the right to make changes to make grammatical changes and corrections to 
ensure it meets house style.

APPROVALS & AMENDMENTS
  APL Media Ltd will provide a PDF for client approval. 
  The client will have the option of two sets of amendments before final 
approval. 

  The final third PDF is for fact checking and approval/records only. 
  Amendments over and above the two rounds of amendments, will incur extra 
charge of £45 per round of changes / per hour. As such please ensure any 
amendments are clear and concise. 

  Approval is required within 48 hours.

Where a client cannot provide the advertisement/advertorial material and 
requires the Publisher to create this content, this will incur a production charge 
of 25% of the value of the contract, unless otherwise agreed, or a minimum 
charge of £600†. The service provided is outlined in this Media Pack and online.

IMAGE SPECIFICATIONS
Please supply images as high resolution (300dpi) CMYK JPEGs. We can not use 
images from a client website as these are too low resolution for print. 

T: 020 7253 9909
production@aplmedia.co.uk
www.aplmedia.co.uk

*Image use subject to editorial discretion and may vary depending quality, size and layout. Full pages: 2-5 
used; half pages and smaller, may use just one image. 
† Excludes image(s) cost; image searches £40 per hour; and copy writing £40 per hour

SUPPLYING FINAL ARTWORK

Advertisement sizes

ADVERTORIAL SUBMISSIONS

Advertorial feature requirements

NAMING FILES
Artwork should be supplied with a colour proof and be clearly labelled using 
the correct naming convention. Publication name, month of insertion, year and 
name of advertiser. eg. BOB0416_YOURCLIENTNAME.pdf

DIGITAL FILE SPECIFICATIONS
  Our preferred method of delivery is Adobe Acrobat PDF’s sent via email. 
Standard: PDF/X-1a:2001 Compatability: Acrobat 4 (PDF1.3). Colour Profile / 
Output intent: ISOnewspaper26v4  
  All images are high resolution (at least 300dpi) & CMYK colour. 
  Avoid RGB and spot colours.
  Ink density is no higher than 245%
   Single colour text is no smaller than 6pt and is not tinted or screened as they 
will not be legible. 
   Coloured text or reversed out white text on coloured background is no smaller 
than 8pt bold
  Avoid using fine serif type faces, line weight must not be less than 1pt 

We cannot guarantee the quality of the final print for files supplied outside of 
these specifications. Colours variations will occur if your files do not utilise the 
colour profile and respect the ink density limit outlined above. 

FILE TRANSFER
Files less than 8Mb can be emailed directly to production@aplmedia.co.uk.
For larger files please call the Production Department  on +44 (0) 20 7553 7372 
for further information.
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DIMENSIONS
 Height 157mm
 Width 265mm

DIMENSIONS
 Height 157mm
 Width 131mm

DIMENSIONS
 Height 338mm
 Width 265mm

FULL PAGEFULL PAGE

HALF PAGEHALF PAGE

QUARTER PAGEQUARTER PAGE

  Headline: 10-30 characters
  Main body copy: 480-530 words supplied in 
a word document

  Box copy: 10-30 words, which could include 
an offer flash, contact details and address

  Images: 2-5 high resolution images*

 Headline: 10-30 characters
  Main body copy: 160-350 words supplied in  
a word document

  Box copy: 10-30 words, which could include 
an offer flash, contact details and address

  Images: 1-2 high resolution images*

   Headline: 10-30 characters
  Main body copy: 120-150 words supplied in  
a word document

  Box copy: 10-30 words, which could include 
an offer flash, contact details and address

  Images: 1-2 high resolution images*


